Two textbase indexing methods enjoying wide applicability are the inverted index and the Superimposed Coding based Signature File (SC-SF). The former is most efficient in query processing, whereas the latter excels in storage utilization. Building on previous results, we propose a new hybrid structure (S-Index) which has a tunable performance. At the one extreme end, S-Index turns into a signature file with zero information loss, so that queries are processed faster than in ordinary SC-SF. At the other extreme end, S-Index turns into an inverted index. The advantage of the proposed access method is that the textbase index may now be tailored to the query profiles of user classes: for frequently queried textbase sections S-Index performs like an inverted index, whereas the bulk of the textbase is indexed in the form of a signature file. The S-Index structure is presented in detail, together with performance analysis results.
Introduction
Two standard methods for processing Boolean type queries by an Information Retrieval (IR) system are the Inverted Index [5] and the Superimposed Coding based Signature File (SC-SF) [3] . In either case, an intermediary index structure is utilized. The Inverted Index excels in query processing efficiency, whereas the Signature File involves a simpler structure and utilizes significantly less secondary storage. The Inverted Index is implemented as a B+tree variant. By construction, the scheme registers multiple copies of each real-text block address, i.e. once for each key-word present in the block. The index needs to frequently undergo re-organization under intensive information insertion/updating procedures. Also, the method is reported to perform poorly for multiple term user queries [6] .
The SC-SF intermediary index is a sequential structure with records consisting of a real text block address and a fixed size binary signature. By construction, the scheme does not register search key values and each real text block address is stored only once. Compared to the Inverted Index, SC-SF is more efficient in handling new document insertions. However, it introduces information loss, i.e. the search engine output involves a number of false matches. The latter may be identified only by applying a full text scan operation on every real text block short-listed in the search engine output. For each single word query processed, the entire SC-SF structure needs to be scanned. This implies increased processing cost, which is further overloaded by the full text scanning stage mentioned earlier. In terms of query processing efficiency, SC-SF is better only next to full text scanning.
A desirable development would be to combine the best of the two worlds and establish a scheme, which encodes frequently addressed sections of the textbase via an Inverted Index, while the bulk of the remaining text is compressed in the form of a fully reversible, i.e. lossless, signature file pattern.
In a previous paper, we have investigated the limits of SC-SF, by introducing two new information encoding schemes: Perfect Encoding (PE) and the Exactly Reversible Signature File (ERSF) [2] . Both approaches introduce zero information loss, i.e. no false matches occur at the query processing stage. The textbase is assumed to utilize a vocabulary which may be of a large, yet finite, size V . As in the case with SC-SF, text is seen to be divided into logical blocks, each involving D distinct vocabulary terms. PE and ERSF differ from SC-SF in assuming each vocabulary term (i.e. key-word) to be mapped on a distinct integer number in the [0,...,V , 1] range, an integer which becomes the ID number of the word in question. This word-to-integer mapping scheme may be implemented by means of a perfect hash function [4] .
Perfect encoding considers the maximum number of messages B max a given (V ,D) configuration may support:
Under PE, block signatures are encoded via a binary number in the [0,...,dlog 2 B max e , 1 ] range. Evidently, PE comprises an upper limit for SC-SF with regard to information compression. However, PE involves an increased CPU overhead when compared to SC-SF. This due to block signature encoding at signature file creation, and due to block signature decoding at query processing.
In the case of ERSF, each block signature pattern is V bits long and registers 1s in bit positions which correspond to the D numbers of the vocabulary terms present in the block. The remaining bit positions register zeroes.
The moment when PE comprises an upper limit for SC-SF with regard to information compression, ERSF comprises an upper limit with regard to processing efficiency. This is because ERSF signatures involve zero information loss. As stated in the previous, each SC-SF block candidacy short-listed in the search engine output needs to undergo a full text scan operation. The latter determines the false matches and the qualifiers for the given search criterion. However, this is not the case for ERSF: its search engine output contains no false matches. In all other aspects, the ERSF structure is of an SC-SF type, implying analogous CPU overhead at signature file creation as well as at the query signature processing stage. . For ERSF, the latter translates into having half of the block signature pattern register 1s.
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Summarizing, when the blocking factor is approximately equal half the vocabulary size, ERSF (which excels SC-SF with regard to query processing efficiency) achieves nearly optimal storage utilization. The benefits of PE, ERSF and the Inverted Index may be combined in a new hybrid text retrieval scheme which is introduced in the sequel. The new method is labelled S-Index, where S-stands for "Signature" and Index implies the Inverted Index.
Description of S-Index
Hybrid structures which combine SC-SF with the Inverted Index are reported to improve the performance of the Signature File method [1, 6] . However, the information loss problem remains. Consequently, significant processing and I/O overhead is introduced during the full text scanning stage.
In our case, the aim is to combine the query processing efficiency of ERSF with the information compression rate achieved by PE. In accordance with Section 1, the two co-occur when the blocking factor D is approximately half the size of the textbase vocabulary V . Since D is usually set to a value which is much smaller than
, a divide-and-conquer strategy may be applied. In order to take advantage of the maximum information compression rate of ERSF, the vocabulary V is partitioned into two subvocabularies which are equal in size.
Each subvocabulary is then further partitioned into smaller subvocabularies, and so on. Next, the subvocabularies are mapped on nodes in a binary tree structure, each node corresponding to one specific subvocabulary. The root which is at level 0, represents the whole vocabulary, whereas the leaves correspond to single vocabulary terms. This scheme is generalized so that each node has M children, i.e. M is the tree fanout.
One begins with an ERSF-like block signature at level zero. However, it does not get appended to the signature file as such. Sub-sections of the block signature are considered in a top-down traversal of the tree structure. The block signature sub-section which is considered for a given node relates directly to the node's local textbase subvocabulary.
A block signature sub-section is appended to the signature file as soon as the number of 1s contained is larger than half the size of the local subvocabulary. For as long as the latter is not true, block signature sub-sections continue being divided into smaller partitions each one of which is considered against the corresponding node at the lower tree level. As soon as a signature sub-section is appended to the signature file, neither it nor any one of its partitions are considered any further in this top-down tree traversal process.
Evidently, S-Index consists of two parts. The upper part is a tree with nodes relating to specific subvocabularies. The latter are not registered since each one of them is implied by the corresponding node's positioning in the tree. Each tree node points to a linked list of records. Linked records comprise the lower part of the S-Index.
Linked records pointed to by nodes in the same level of the upper S-Index are stored in the same physical file. For a node at level i, each record registers three fields: a pointer to the next record in the list, a block number which is the address of the corresponding real text block, and a signature section which is a dV = M i e bits long binary string. The latter registers the block signature sub-pattern, which corresponds to the vocabulary which is local to the node in question. For the special case of a leaf node, the local vocabulary is of size one, i.e. the corresponding linked record registers only two fields: a pointer, and a block number. Furthermore, the pointer value may be dispensed with by allocating a separate physical file to each node of the S-Index structure. The linked records (if any) of the node would then reside in a single file, all by themselves. As a result, each one of them would need to register only block number and signature section values. Even for the case when a separate file is allocated to each tree level rather than to each tree node, this is the case for level-0, since there is only one node to it.
Example
Let V =8, D=3, M=2.The nodes of the binary tree in Figure 2 relate to specific subvocabularies: e.g. node B accommodates words 0 through 3, node G has a local vocabulary of two words (6 and 7), etc. In the beginning, at signature creation time, the typical block of text is mapped on an 8-bit signature of the ERSF type; a signature which registers three 1s and five 0s. A perfect hashing algorithm may be utilized to map each vocabulary term on a distinct number in the [0,..,7] range.
The original (full size) signature is split into sub-sections which are in direct relationship with the subvocabularies of the S-Index tree structure. Sub-sections of each block signature are then considered to traverse the S-Index from the root to the leaves. Considering a typical node at level i, the block signature sub-section and the block's address value are appended to the node's linked records for as long as the signature sub-section registers more 1s than 0s. Figure 3 presents linked records pointed to by node "C" in Figure 2 . The node has associated with it a local vocabulary of size four. Consequently, each record in Figure 3 registers a block signature sub-section with three 1s and one 0. One more special case should be considered for S-Index. It is by construction that nodes in the level which is just above the leaves will have their linked records register signature sections of the "11" type. The latter implies that both words in the local vocabulary are present in the corresponding logical block of text. For this special case, linked records will have a structure similar to that of the leaves, i.e. the signature section is not registered.
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Analysis
Quite similarly to SC-SF, the textbase is divided into logical blocks, each containing D distinct vocabulary terms. Evidently, the given (V ;D ) configuration may record up to V D distinct logical blocks, or "messages". For simplicity, let the textbase comprise of all messages encoded by the (V ,D) scheme, each message taken once.
One more assumption may now be made which does not affect the general case for S-Index; V is taken to be an integer power of M, the fanout of the tree structure:
One may now proceed and calculate the size of the population of linked records under each and every tree node. The result comprises a first indication on the performance of S-Index. Evidently, the first assumption in the previous paragraph is made in order to simplify this calculation. For the special case considered, the S-Index nodes are populated with linked records in a symmetric fashion, i.e. the number of records registered under each node depends only on the corresponding tree level. In other words, each S-Index level-i is characterized
by N i , the number of linked records registered under a typical node at the specific level of the S-Index structure.
The issue is better explained by means of an example. Example
Consider the binary tree structure shown in Figure 2 . The root is at level i=0, whereas the leaves are at level i=3. The structure is populated with linked records registering block signature sub-sections from a textbase utilizing a vocabulary of V =8 terms. Each logical block of text contains D=3 vocabulary terms. In accordance with the previous, the textbase consists of By construction, there will be no records appended at level-0. This is because the one and only node at level-0 has a local vocabulary of size 8. Signature (sub)sections are appended to a node for as long as the number of 1s contained exceeds half the size of the local vocabulary:
Each of the two nodes at level-1 has a local vocabulary of size 4. Apparently, records are appended to nodes B and C for signature sub-sections which register three 1s. Thus, for each node at level-1:
For the typical node at level-2, say D: the (local) vocabulary being of size 2, it registers signature subsections with two 1s. For the case considered, there exists a third 1 which may lie anywhere in the subtree originating at node E, or anywhere in the subtree originating at node C. Let the latter be labelled as the Eand C-subtree sets of registered records. Each linked record registered under node D is meant to be combined with the members of the E-and C-sets of registered records to produce valid block signature patterns: However, the first product term of the inner summation in the above should be ruled out as it never occurs in the specific S-Index signature sub-sections placement algorithm. Had the third 1 been placed anywhere in the vocabulary which is local to node E, then there would be three 1s in the vocabulary which is local to node B. The latter implies that the signature sub-section would have been appended to node B and would not have stepped down one level to node D. Thus, for the typical node at level-2: Quite analogously, the vocabulary local to a typical node at level 3 (say H) is of size 1. The one (trivial) bit signature sub-section combines itself with all possible ways of allocating the remaining two 1s anywhere within the I-, E-and C-subtrees. However, subject to the constraint that valid block signature instances are only the ones which have not had their signature sub-sections be appended at higher tree levels, the number of linked records appended to the typical level-3 node will be: Symbolizing by q the number of 1s in the signature sub-section of a record appended to the linked list of records belonging to the typical node at level-i: when q is less than D, the remaining D , q 1s distribute themselves in subtrees originating at level-i, level-(i-1),..., up to and including level-1. This way, valid block signatures are produced, subject to one constraint: for each level-s which lies higher than level-i, the sum of all the numbers of 1s distributed in nodes at level-s and lower in the tree structure does not exceed half the size of the vocabulary local to the typical node at level-(s-1). For the typical node at level-i and the linked record which registers q 1s in its signature sub-section, the two constraints mentioned in the previous are stated as follows: 
Having calculated N i , it becomes possible to proceed and calculate:
1. the storage (in bits), S SI , utilized by the lower S-Index structure, and 2. the number, R SI , of lower S-Index records accessed during the processing of a single word query.
By comparing S SI to the corresponding ERSF and PE values, a first indication on the secondary storage utilized by S-Index may be obtained. Similarly, R SI comprises a first indication on the query processing efficiency of the S-Index, assuming one I/O operation per record retrieved.
The next two sections focus on the details of calculating S SI and R SI for the example textbase considered, i.e. the one outlined in the beginning of the current section.
Storage Utilization
The upper part of S-Index, i.e. its backbone tree structure, introduces storage overhead similar to the one introduced by the backbone tree structure of the Inverted Index. Both are much smaller in size than the storage utilized by the lower S-Index and Inverted Index structures. In this respect, the calculations which follow consider the storage utilized by the linked records of the S-Index structure and by the leaf nodes of the Inverted Index structure.
For the example textbase considered, V D distinct messages imply a log 2 V D bits long block signature pattern, under perfect encoding. Of the same size will be the block's binary address. Thus, the storage (in bits) utilized by PE will be:
ERSF differs from PE in that each block signature pattern is V bits long. The corresponding expression for storage utilization (in bits) will be:
In the fully Inverted Index environment, the probability for a vocabulary term to be contained in a D-term In the case of S-Index, one needs to first calculate the height of the tree structure. Assuming a fanout value M, for the (V ,D) configuration, the leaf nodes will be at tree level k = dlog M Ve. For example, for a binary tree structure involving a V =16 terms vocabulary, the leaves of the S-Index structure are at level k = dlog 2 16e = 4 .
The root of the tree is assumed to always be at level zero.
For the intermediate level, m, of the S-Index structure, there will be a total of M m nodes to it. Utilizing Equation (1) In accordance with the assumption made earlier, the lower part of each S-Index level is stored into a separate physical file. This implies that the 4-byte pointer overhead may be saved for the root level. Also, it is by construction that signature sub-sections appended to nodes in the lower two levels contain all 1s. They may also be skipped, i.e. they need not be registered. Thus, the total storage overhead (in bits), S SI , for S-Index is given by:
Cardinality of Inspected Index Records Set
An indication on the query processing efficiency, under each one of the indexing schemes considered, may be obtained by considering the total number of index records inspected for the typical query. It is noted that none of structures involves information loss. This means that each index record selected points to a block of text known to qualify for the query in question. For simplicity, single term queries are considered. The more general case involves Boolean constructs which break down into single term query sub-tasks.
ERSF and PE are both sequential index structures, i.e. the total number of block signatures need to be retrieved and inspected for each single term query. The total number of index records inspected under either method, R ERSF=PE , is given by:
In the Inverted Index scheme, the entire population of linked records, registered under the vocabulary term in question, is inspected:
In the case of S-Index, for each single term query processed, one path of nodes is traversed from the root to the leaves of the tree structure. Each linked record which resides along this path is retrieved and inspected for possible qualification of the corresponding textual block. Thus:
where N m is calculated from Equation (1) and k = dlog M Ve.
In the calculation of R SI , it is noted that linked records at levels (k-1) and k need not be inspected. Their signature sub-sections are known to contain all 1s, i.e. the corresponding blocks of text are known to contain the vocabulary term in question.
Calculation Results
Figures 4 and 5 present calculation results obtained for the storage utilization and the number of index records inspected under each one of the indexing schemes considered. The testbed used was a textbase with vocabulary size V =64 and variable blocking factor D. In each case, the textbase was taken to consist of all possible messages encoded by the (V ;D ) configuration, each message taken once. Three types of S-Index fanout values were considered: M=2, 4 and 8.
As stated previously, PE is the most efficient signature file scheme with regard to storage utilization. So, the Inverted Index and S-Index curves in Figure 4 are normalized to the corresponding PE value. The PE line intersects the vertical axis at the (normalized) "1" value. For example, for D=20 the Inverted Index was measured to introduce a storage overhead which is nearly 15 times larger than the storage utilized by the PE index.
The S-Index variation with M=2 (i.e. a binary tree) is seen to outperform the M=4 and M=8 ones. S-Index turns into ERSF: the only node which points to linked records in the lower S-Index part is the root. This explains the sudden "drop" of the S-Index curves in Figure 4 : all the linked records are stored in a single sequential file, leading to considerable storage savings. This fact may also be taken to suggest that the storage utilization efficiency of S-Index will be improved by allocating a separate file to each tree node. For the example textbase considered, the upper S-Index part may safely be assumed to always reside in main memory. Similarly, the backbone tree structure of the Inverted Index is also assumed to reside in main memory.
As stated in the previous, it is possible to calculate the number of (lower part) S-Index records retrieved for inspection by a single word query. Quite similarly to Once a variable blocking factor D scheme is adopted, S-Index may be tuned into indexing selected textbase sections (i.e. sections containing words appearing frequently in user queries) in the form of an Inverted Index, while the bulk of the remaining text is encoded in the form of a Signature File.
In the immediate future, we intend to consider S-Index with a variable blocking factor (D), and take into consideration practical aspects of real textbases, like the Zipfian distribution of words, and incorporate this into the mapping of words on numbers in the [1,...,V ] range. By this, it is expected that the storage utilization efficiency of the method will be improved. Last but not least, it is noted that during the single word query processing stage, only one node is considered at each level of the S-Index structure. Also, nodes at different levels may be processed independently from each other. In this respect, S-Index allows for further investigation in the context of distributed processing.
